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CALL BEFORE YOU DIG!  

MPP BAILEY INTRODUCES ACT TO MAKE DIGGING SAFER IN ONTARIO 
 
Queen’s Park— Today, Sarnia-Lambton MPP Bob Bailey, introduced a private 
member’s bill entitled the ‘Ontario One Call Act, 2011’, that, when passed, will establish 
Ontario One Call Ltd. as a not-for-profit call centre, a single point-of-contact for all 
underground utility location services in Ontario. 
 
“Across Ontario, hidden just below our feet, there is a complex and growing network of 
critical infrastructure that supports our homes and businesses by delivering the necessary 
services like telecommunications, water, natural gas and electricity straight to our 
doorsteps.  Anytime we stick a shovel into the ground there is the risk of coming into 
contact with potentially dangerous utility lines or gas pipelines.  Damaging this critical 
network can be very dangerous and disrupt the services that we all rely upon.” 
 
Under MPP Bailey’s proposal all owners of underground assets would be required to join 
the not-for-profit Ontario One Call network, giving homeowners and excavators access to 
a free, single point-of-contact for comprehensive underground locate information.  
Currently, phone calls to locate underground infrastructure are often not made or even 
avoided due to the over-complicated and cumbersome system. In many cases 
homeowners and excavators may need to call up to 13 separate phone numbers in order 
to obtain the location of all utility lines in the vicinity of a dig. 
 
“This legislation is a critical step to ensuring Ontario’s communities are safer for both 
homeowners and excavators,” said Jim Douglas, President of the Ontario Regional 
Common Ground Alliance. “Having a mandatory one call system – whereby there is one 
simple number that can be used to obtain the location of all underground utility lines 
before digging – will reduce costs to taxpayers, is business-friendly, streamlines 
processes and, most importantly, will save lives.” 
 
In Ontario there were over 2,500 pipeline strikes in a sixteen month period, spanning 
January 2008 to April 2009. Industry experts report that that failing to locate all 
underground and overhead utilities results in unnecessary costs passed on to utility 
customers and municipal tax-payers totalling nearly $33 million each year. This is in 
addition to the lost revenue, productivity, and efficiency for business of all sizes.  
 
Tragically, far too often these pipeline strikes can be fatal. This was the case in 2008 
when a Niagara Falls homeowner was killed following an explosion caused by a 



landscaping company which accidentally punctured an underground gas line. Upon 
investigation it was determined that in their rush to complete work the landscaping 
company had made no effort to locate the underground utilities on the property.  
 
In the United States, mandatory One Call Systems have been successfully implemented 
in all 50 states. Over a four-year period, damages to buried utilities infrastructure 
decreased by roughly 70% (225,000 incidents of damage in 2004 compared to 75, 000 
incidents in 2008), demonstrating a direct link to improved safety and reduced costs. 
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